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I am preoccupied by conflict and displacement. They have 
shaped my life, just as they shaped the lives of my parents 
and their parents before them. 

I inherited the traumas of many at birth. They marked me 
in ways that I only began unearthing and understanding 
when I threw myself fully into the arts. I have been a writer 
for decades but have more recently been exploring and 
expressing myself through the visual arts and performance. 
This inter-disciplinary approach enables me to better reflect 
the intersectionality of identity that I am exploring.

I left the country of my birthday, the UK, in my late 20s and 
headed to the Levant in search of my identity, but it is only 
when I left Arab soil that I could begin to explore its impact 
on my roots and flowers. 

I was born with roots in four countries, planted by my 
parents and their parents. I have since planted roots in other 
countries, each migration instigated by a desire to explore 
opportunity and identity. I have never fit in or belonged, yet 
I have never been put out or excluded. Privileged to hold an 
assortment of papers, I have never been denied passage 
through a border or checkpoint. The tumultuous journey 
toward self-expression and the construction of identity has 
not however been placated by choice. If anything, I have 
become submissive to the waves of the Mediterranean as 
they pull me in different directions, bidding me to lose my 
sense of direction and belonging. 

I however continue to explore, and to express, this displaced 
and conflicted identity through poetry, brush strokes, graphic 
expressions and performance.
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There is no one way in which to reflect my 
thoughts, discoveries and feelings. Some 
are better suited to photography, some to 
watercolours, others to graphics, and yet 
others to installations. 

As I explore myself, my roots, I explore 
different mediums. Themes emerge and 
intertwine and though there is no clear 
way in which to differentiate the concepts 
that emerge, I have attemped to do so in 
an effort to organise my thoughts and my 
presentation of them.

There is no god but...
A circle is all encompassing and infinite, as 
is faith. Though not among those loyal to 
one higher power, ‘his’ presence influences 
‘my’ people in ways that demand my 
attention, and so I explore the impact of such 
unwavering belief on their lives, on life itself, 
through a series of illustrations based on a 
circular modern calligraphic representation of 
the Quranic verse “There is no god but God”.

Word Play
As I love the land of my forefathers and 
mothers, so love the language in which 
they communicate. I am privileged to have 
learned it from my parents and taught it to 
my daughter, for it is a language that unites 
hundreds of millions of people in need of 
unity.

#LarnacaLive
Collaboration and community are at the 
heart of all I do, all I achieve, all that is 
meaningful. In an attempt to engage with 
my community, my new home in Cyprus, I 
created public installations. I did so with my 
daughter, forever my home, my community, 
no matter where I live.

Photo-graphics 
The reality of photographs coupled with 
the creativity of graphic art reflect the life 
of actuality and manipulation we all find 
ourselves living.
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VISUAL ART

(installation)
‘Monkey Business’ (2020), an 

installation erected on a palm tree in 
central Larnaca, was accompanied 

by a whiteboard inviting the public to 
express how they “monkey around”.
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above (graphic print):
An exploration of the relationship between 

land, geography, and cultural identity, 
making use of photography, graphic  

and narrative elements

below (watercolour on paper):
An experiment with new styles in an exploration of 

that which cannot be explored... that which is far 
above us and beyond our reach

below (graphic):
This graphic was created in homage to the 

Arabic language, aka ‘Lisan al Daad’  
(the tongue of Daad)

Portfolio / Reem Maghribi / Visual Art cont.
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(graphic)
‘Yes/No’, a piece that includes the words yes and no 

in modern Arabic calligraphy, is complemented by 
sketches of the national animals of my home countries 

of Palestine, Syria and Libya. 

(ink on paper)
The flower blossoms to reveal the 
words ‘There is no god’, but is the 
remainder of the Quaranic phrase 

out of site of the viewer, highlighting 
the importance of perspective?

Portfolio / Reem Maghribi / Visual Art cont.
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right (graphically manipulated photograph):
The Quaranic phrase ‘There is no god but God’  

reflects the moon in this arid landscape 

top (graphically manipulated photograph):
The dried up Salt Lake of Larnaca transforms into a 

desertscape, occupied by mystic bedouins

bottom (installation):
Perspex, bottle caps, paint and glue come together to 

reflect, in Braille, the touristic slogan of Larnaca:  
‘They Always Come Back’

Portfolio / Reem Maghribi / Visual Art cont.
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top right & bottom left (graphics):
A modern calligraphic 

representation of the Quaranic 
phrase ‘There is no god but God’. 

Does it pierce the heart and mind, 
wounding them, or does it infuse 

and enrich them?

below (mixed media on paper):
A modern calligraphic representation of the word ‘Maya’, 

my daughter’s name, surrounded by the petals of the 
bougainvillea bush that remind me of Syria

bottom right (mixed media on canvas):
A blend of the ancient Egyptian scarab and the petals of 

the bougainvillea merge in homage to my sister,  
who lives in Cairo

Portfolio / Reem Maghribi / Visual Art cont.
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Taking Back the Booty
A 70-minute staged multi-disciplinary performance piece 
about displacement and belonging, exploring exile from 
the womb, the family and the homeland, as well as trauma 
inherited by the children of refugees. 

co-producer, co-writer, performer

Buffer Fringe Festival, Nicosia, Cyprus, December 2020

PERFORMANCE



I Am Not a Vase 
A scripted performance based on stories told by Syrian 
women that reflect on their role in family and society. 

curator, producer

Venues across Lebanon, 2019 

Teater Pero, Stockholm, Sweden 2019

Tuyour Nawras
A one-hour staged performance reflecting on personal 
experiences of war and childhood through a nostalgic lens. 

co-writer, performer

Madina Theatre, Beirut, 2017

Portfolio / Reem Maghribi / Performance cont.
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this, previous and last page:
Photographs reflecting the  

infusion of Palestinian and Syrian 
identity in a performance of  

‘Taking Back the Booty’  
(Nicosia, 2020)

More photographs and a recording 
of the full performance can be found 

at www.collectivainanna.com
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I am an apple far from the tree on which the 
seeds I grew from where first conceived.

I grew on a tree that longed for the winds 
and the sun of the orchard from which it had 
been forcibly plucked as a sapling.

I never saw that orchard, but every day 
I smell the jasmine that grew on nearby 
vines, and the smoke that rose from the 
ashes after it was burned by a foreign 
farmer preparing to plant in it his foreign 
seeds.

I hear the cooing of the doves that perched 
on the trees, and the sound of the ploughs 
that pulled them out, cutting and separating 
roots that had been harmoniously 
intertwined.

The foreigners’ trees now populate the 
nutritious land on which I would have been 
rooted, and so I feel rootless.

The foreigners’ trees now look out onto the 
sea that would have infused my flavour with 
a scintillating salty air, and so I taste bitter.

How am I to be rooted in one soil when my 
leaves long for the winds that blew over 
another I have not known?

How am I to reclaim my land, my rights, 
without uprooting the innocent children of 
foreign farmers who stole my identity in 
order to create for themselves a new one?

I yearn to say, to sing,  
Phalastine you are free 
Never again repressed will you ever be

But how? How does one bring forth justice 
without causing injustice?

How does one face their demons without 
becoming one?

Shame on you for your greed, your 
oppression, your demonization of me.

Orchard

Roots

POETRY



Portfolio / Reem Maghribi / Poetry cont.
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Your breath by my ear, your lips on my neck, 

The force of your fingers pulling hair.

Exalted, I let go, descending towards earth, 

The strength of waves, holding on and 
letting go, 

Until I am a puddle at your feet. 

Unable to penetrate my core, my cogs, 

You focus on my body, my parts, 

Moving your fingers up my rib cage. 

Reaching my neck, you squeeze. 

Your thumb in my mouth, behind my teeth, 

You pull my face towards you. 

Eyes closed, mouth open, my breath betrays 
me, 

Telling you I am yours. 

I open. 

Now you see them, past my brown irises, 

The memories you seek to explore, to 
exploit. 

Leave me not wilted.

My seeds in your soil, yours in mine,

What beautiful flowers we make.

I don’t want to be plucked, pleasing to the 
masses.

I want to stay here, with you, 

Basking in the sun, protected in your shade.

Enjoying sweet caresses, delicate smells.

Let us not be roses of pride and vanity, 

But a bush of wild jubilant bougainvillea,

Supporting each other, growing together, 

Excitedly, innocently taking over the garden.

Untamed Garden



Portfolio / Reem Maghribi / Poetry cont.
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Those plaid in power, the patriarchs 

Demand the meek oppress the weak. 

But I am a solar system not a black hole. 

They demand I be a bride. An empty vessel. 

A tasty trifle. A cherry singing itself red. 

But I am a titan, not a teasing tassel.

Men behind bars and women behind veils 

Children behind desks, followers behinds pews 

Men of the cloth far behind the times 

I will not wear or wave your white weaves 

For I am not a virgin and will not surrender  

I am clad in the sun and all the burning stars 

Patriarchy may be a male social construct,

But it is the privilege of the men in power

And oh how so many men exist without power

And are reminded of that every day

You poor humiliated man!

So now can you understand?

Virginal

Patriarchy


